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Future of financial advice
How will the new world be different?
Duties imposed by the new legislation
Liability
The Code
Disclosure
What is going to happen next?
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How will the new world be different?
►

►
►

►

Makes a recommendation or gives an opinion about
acquiring or disposing of (or not acquiring or disposing of)
a financial advice product or designs an investment plan
Licensed financial advice provider – conditions and limits
No class/personalised financial advice or category 1 or
category 2 products
Proposed - All AFAs and most RFAs become financial
advisers during transition, QFE advisers will be nominated
representatives
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The Duties
►
►

►

►

►
►
►

Meet standard of competence, knowledge and skill
Take reasonable steps to ensure client understands
nature and scope of advice, including any limitations
Where there is a conflict, give priority to client’s interests
and ensure the advice is not materially influenced
Exercise care, diligence and skill that a prudent person
engaged in the business of giving regulated financial
advice would exercise in the same circumstances
Comply with the new Code of Conduct
Not to recommend a contravening financial product
Disclosure – set by regulations
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Liability in new regime
►
►

►

Generally, financial advice provider will be responsible
A financial adviser or nominated representatives can be
exposed to criminal penalties or as accessory to civil
liability
Risks:
►
►
►
►
►
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FMA action – censure, action plan, directions, cancel licence
Sued by client
Dispute resolution scheme
Civil liability – financial advice provider
Financial advice disciplinary committee – financial advisers

Presentation title

Code of Professional Conduct for Financial
Advice Services
►
►

Code working group consultation
Principles:
►
►
►
►
►

►
►

Ethical behaviour
Conduct and client care
►
►

►

Good advice outcome for retails clients
Client has basic knowledge
Clear, concise, effective, principles-based and flexible
Delivery agnostic
Consistent ethical behaviour standards

Suitability
Organisational standard

General and particular competence, knowledge and skill
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Disclosure
►
►

Consultation
Timing of disclosure
►
►
►
►

►

Publicly available or on request
When nature and scope of advice is known
When making a recommendation
Other

Disclose:
►
►
►
►
►
►
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Licensing, conduct and client care obligations, complaints process
Limitations on the nature and scope of advice
Costs
Commissions and other incentives
Other conflicts and affiliations
Disciplinary or insolvency/bankruptcy history

Timeline for changes
July 2018

Select Committee report was released

12 September
2018

Second reading of FSLAB in Parliament

Late 2018 –
early 2019

FSLAB enacted, draft code released, draft disclosure
regulations

Q1 or Q2 2019 Code approved and published
Q2 2019

Transitional licence application process opens

Q3 or Q4 2019

New regime in effect, all participants must be engaged by a
firm with a transitional licence. Full license application opens.

Q3 or Q4 2021

End of transition period for existing advisers, new code
competency requirements effective, all financial advisers and
representatives must be engaged by firm with full licence

All dates are provisional
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Conclusion
Registered financial advisers face much more regulation
Consider what the new duties mean for your business
You will have to disclose information about your
business, including details of commission
You must get licensed or covered by a licence or you will
not be able to deal with retail clients
Broader conduct issues
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